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Chairpersons Report
here were no truer words to that which I
stated in my report of 2019/2020 when I
indicated that the Covid-19 pandemic
enormity was going to hit the world and
that we would have to seek a 'new normal'
for the future. Amidst the hard locked down periods,
I can proudly proclaim that the collaborative efforts
of the Board, EXCO, Centre Managers and Staff kept
the ﬂag of the organisation ﬂying high. The
commitment of everyone in the organisation made
the task of ﬁnding workable solutions so much
gratifying. In a new period of survival, the Board and
EXCO spent many hours in ZOOM meetings to
respond and implement new challenges of Covid-19
conditions. It became an opportunity to revisit our
initial strategic plans and remodel the organisation
on relevant issues that affect the internal and
external environments. I have no doubt that as we
tackle the unforeseeable future, we will do better to
achieve our objectives. Overall, the organisation is in
a healthy state of Management with Centre Managers
playing a pivotal role to consolidate and implement
our plans. Even though the pandemic inhibited our
progress, I look forward to us continuing to achieve
many more successes as we roll out partnerships
with governmental institutions, funders, academic
institutions and the general public. We appreciate your
continuing ﬁnancial support, collaboration and
guidance to achieve growth and success in this journey
of recovery. On a much more sombre note, the WCCPA
is deeply saddened by the loss of two invaluable
present and past board members in Mrs Gaironesa
Essop and Mr Clifford Martin to Covid-19. They leave a
huge gap of unselﬁsh service that will not be easily
ﬁlled. May God Almighty reward their good deeds and
have mercy on their souls.

services like education and health. To address the gap
in transport service provision, non-governmental
organizations provide transport at a huge cost to their
limited budgets. To ensure that the children and adults
attend their special care centre, skills workshop,
hospital appointments for those residing at the
Rosedon House residential facility and community
outreach, transport is essential at the WCCPA projects.
Without transport, the majority of children and adults
would not be able to attend, highlighting the dependency
on transport being provided. The National Lotteries
Board has once again come to our rescue and
provided funding for a much needed bus for the Skills
Training Workshop, the Village Work Centre.
This funding not only allows the WCCPA to provide the
essential service needed but it meets the basic human
requirement of access to skills training. Heartfelt
thanks to the National Lotteries Commission for their
insight and understanding of the needs of people with
disabilities. Additionally, we wish to thank Mercedes
Malmesbury for their huge contribution made towards
the purchase of a new bus towards the De Heide
Children's Special Care Centre. At the centre,
transport is pivotal as this vulnerable group of children
and adults are 100% dependent on transport.
Likewise, we commend you on understanding the
children and adult's needs as well as their extreme
vulnerabilities. Without your funding, the busses would
not have been a reality. The WCCPA remains ever
grateful. Lastly I wish my fellow board members and
staff well with the upcoming 2020/21 Annual General
Meeting. I wish the WCCPA every success with its
future endeavours.

Access to transport is pivotal to our service delivery
at the WCCPA
Services such as public transport remain inaccessible,
ill affordable and severely lacking for children and
adults with Cerebral Palsy, severe to profound
intellectual and physical disabilities. The lack of
transport remains a barrier to the access of basic
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The impact of Covid-19 on the Western
Cape Cerebal Palsy Association
and the Projects
The Western Cape Cerebral Palsy Association is a non-proﬁt organization
that provides services to children and adults with Cerebral Palsy,
intellectual and physical disabilities together with secondary disabilities.

N

on-proﬁt organizations are a vital
resource for marginalized and
vulnerable groups in our society. The
covid-19 pandemic exposed societal
inequalities but at the same time,
created spaces for reﬂection. The
pandemic highlighted the importance of
capabilities and capacity. As there were no hybrid
solutions, the pandemic tested our systems and
structures.

The WCCPA was quick to respond
and change our models of service delivery to
priority listed interventions. Different forms of
support were key to responding to the Covid-19
pandemic and the lockdowns that accompanied
it. This included food relief initiatives; social work
interventions; PPE for staff and service users,
training of staff, parents and service users on
government Covid protocol and standard
operating procedures, mental health care
counselling and reﬂective discussions with staff,
service users and their parents. Adhering to
workplace safety and proper Covid-19 protocols
was crucial in addressing the human dimension
of the crisis. Family support was crucial and
prioritized.
The social role of employee contact should not
be underestimated in terms of its beneﬁts for
mental health and production.
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At all our projects, Red Cross Cerebral Palsy
Clinic; Rosedon House - residential facility for
adults; Village Work Centre for adults and De
Heide Special Care Centre for children and adults,
the pandemic and lockdowns impacted in various
ways. Our service users are one of the most
vulnerable groups and their safety and health was
a top priority. With the adherence to protocols,
social distancing did not allow full attendance as
service users had to be rotated. This impacted on
family life, work production, programme
implementation and learning, rehabilitation and
therapeutic interventions. Parents were anxious to
place their children at risk despite all protocols
being in place and the majority of the staff at all
projects being vaccinated. Moving from one
wave to the next coupled with the illness and loss
of many dear family members, friends, community
members and colleagues heightened everyone's
emotions and made families ill at ease.
These realities have also had an impact on the
mental health of staff, service users and families.
Encompassing all the challenges that the
pandemic introduced, the will and determination
of the staff and the Board of Management of the
WCCPA played a crucial role in the sustainability
of the WCCPA and its projects. The WCCPA
recognized that from all the challenges
experienced, there is always an opportunity to
build back better.

The WCCPA Projects and Services
At the WCCPA, we understand the power of the collective. The child or adult with a
disability is at the centre of the ecosystem surrounded by various systems that inﬂuence
the way the child /adult learns and develops. There is an interconnection with the self
and the collective. The WCCPA services play a crucial role in the lives of children and
adults with Cerebral Palsy and multiple disabilities. However, this cannot be achieved
without the partnerships and funding from other stake holders including government
departments. This is summed up in the saying "Motho ke motho Ka Botho",
the essence of caring for others (Ramose, 1999, 150).

The Village Work Centre
A Skills Training Work Centre
for 85 adults with disabilities.
The workers participate in
protected contract work using
a graded training system to
meet the individual functional
needs of each worker.
A life skills programme is
offered alongside the work
activities programme.
Manager:
Mrs. Jenny Alexander
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De Heide Children’s Care Centre
A Special Care Centre for
28 children and adults with
severe to profound multiple
disabilities.
A daily interactive care and
education learning programme
is provided alongside individual
therapeutic interventions, staff and
parent support.
Principal:
Mrs. Fatima Shaboodien
11 Second Avenue, Claremont,
021 683 5470
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Rosedon House Residential Facility

A residential facility for 53 adults with Cerebral Palsy and
additional disabilities.
A supervised living skills programme that provides opportunities
for continued adult education in daily life skills, thus
encouraging independence.
Furthermore, as the adults reach old age and become
frail additional carer support and assistive devices is provided.
Manager:
Mary Dooling
11 Rosedon Road, Rondebosch
021 696 2042
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Additionally, the transfer of skills and
management of the child with Cerebral Palsy
to the families is crucial to the well being and
quality of life of the child.

info@wccpa.org.za
021 685 4150
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Tribute to Mrs. Gaironessa Essop
and Mr. Clifford Martin
he WCCPA pays tribute
to two of our longest
standing members of the
organization.
Mrs. Gaironessa Essop
and Mr. Clifford Martin served on the
Board of Management, Chairperson
and committee member of the De
Heide Special Care Centre, as well as
on several committees and task
teams over a period spanning more
than 40 years.
It is our greatest honour to pay
homage to those two most dedicated
and committed people to the
development and upliftment of people
with disabilities.
Both their lives can be described as a
tapestry woven with different journeys
with diverse groups of people whom
they befriended, loved and respected.
In short, they shared their good
qualities with everyone they worked
with.

Mrs. Essop was a very strong -willed
ﬁlled with wisdom, and he always
yet gentle woman, both practical and
unselﬁshly placed others ﬁrst and
visionary. She was a role model to
above himself.
many women, always encouraging
them to be independent and to believe As much as they were sterling
colleagues, they were different
in themselves. She was the epitome
people,
they both had
of a woman with great integrity and
ethical principles which she lived out in commonalities. They were the
people to whom we could always
every aspect of her life. She, in
approach
for solid good advice
particular was a catalyst for bringing
on a range of matters and never
about change in the WCCPA and its
too
busy to lend a sharing ear.
projects. She was always willing to
Mentors
in different ways. They
impart her expertise, knowledge to
both exuded humility, respect,
improve the skills and understanding
generosity,
humanity and insight.
of others. She could be brutally honest
Because
of
them, we are left with
but conscience never to hurt others.
many memories of laughter and
Mr. Martin was a foot soldier, who had happiness and this will remain
with us forever more. The saying:
the rare combination of a deep sense
"There
are some who bring light
for addressing practical issues and
so great to the world that even
a ﬁrm understanding of what was
after
they have gone the light
important. He always integrated his
remains"
- Unknown Author
spirituality into the daily lives of those
people who were involved with the
WCCPA. He was a man of stature,

Hamba Khahle' our dear friends
and colleagues.

Left: Mrs. Gaironessa Essop
Right: Mr Clifford Martin

"There are some who bring light
so great to the world that even
after they have gone the light
remains" - Unknown Author
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Social Worker Intervention
The social workers play an important role at the Western Cape Cerebral Palsy Association. They form part of a
multi-disciplinary team and render services to improve the overall functioning and well-being of persons with
disabilities. It is important to remember that their services have to be compliant with relevant legislation and
guided by norms and standards developed for the sector.
The Social Workers Scope of Services include:
1. To provide education and awareness to service providers and the public to ensure that people with CP
can be fully integrated into their communities.
2. Provide people with CP and other disabilities access to counselling, support for their families and
knowledge of what rehabilitation opportunities are available.
3. To provide life- skills training programmes to persons with Cerebral Palsy and other additional disabilities.
4. To facilitate information and support sessions for parents, care givers and guardians of clients.
5. To conduct research on either the children or adult service users in collaboration with other role-players
to develop best practice models.
6. Client Data Collection and report writing
During Covid-19, alternate ways of providing social worker interventions had to be adapted. Much time was
dedicated to support, counselling and trauma response interventions and assistance for the children and adults
and their families. Overarching was the heightened awareness of adhering to Covid-19 protocols to ensure the
safety and reduce risk to both the social worker and the service recipient.

Retirements
The past year has seen the retirement of some of our staff members.

Ndileka E Makholiso: Interpreter at the CP clinic and qualiﬁed social auxiliary social worker.
Worked for WCCPA for 27 years.
Zelda Rousseau: Worked at the Village Work Centre for 18 years.
Ellen De Villiers: Neurodevelopmental Physiotherapist at CP clinic for more than 15 years.
Christina Helen Kirkby: Neurodevelopmental Physiotherapist at CP clinic for 34 years.
Gadija Koopman: Employed as Director for 6 years.
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